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Bug Fixes and Usability Improvements  
 

 

Commercial 
Lease 

Fixed: Lease Start Date and Expire Date  
The Start Date and Expire Date columns have been re-added to the default Commercial Lease Search 
grid in N1-Web. The Date field has been removed from the default grid. All three fields can be added 
or removed with the Column Chooser.  

 

Contacts 
Manager 

Fixed: Duplicate Appraiser Names  
When adding a new license for an appraiser in N1-Web Contacts Manager, duplicate entries were 
created. This has been fixed; adding a new license to an appraiser now creates a single new entry for 
that appraiser. 

 

N1-Excel 
Contacts 

Fixed: New Contact fields importing from N1-Web  
The File Info worksheet in the N1-Excel template file failed to import data for the new Contact fields 
from N1-Web. This has been fixed; all relevant data is now imported for those fields.  

 

N1-Excel 
Template 

Fixed: N1-Excel Template Link  
Links to N1-Web within the N1-Excel template took the user to a page that displayed the following 
error message: “N1-Web encountered an error while processing your request. Please try again.” This 
has been fixed; links in the N1-Excel template direct users to the Search Properties page of N1-Web. 

 

Upload Excel Fixed: Upload Excel  
When attempting to use Upload Excel, some users encountered the following error message: “An 
application throws an occurred: Procedure or function Parcel_Upsert has too many arguments 
specified.” The upload process would not complete. This has been fixed; the Upload Excel tool now 
functions as expected.  

 

User-Defined 
Pages 

Fixed: User-defined Pages  
Some users encountered an error message when navigating to the user-defined pages (User 1, User 
2, etc.) in N1-Web. This has been fixed; the user-defined pages now function as expected.  
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The following feature enhancements and bug fixes have 

been applied as a part of the Narrative1 version 1.10.2.71 

release on 07/24/2018 

  


